
Discover Normandy and Paris in a completely different way, in the company of the Impressionists.

A colorful travel experience



Paris

Le Havre - The train station, 1910

Paris - The Red Mill «Moulin Rouge», 1900

Paris - Grinding mill of the Galette, 1900Pierre-Auguste Renoir in his studio, 1914

Rouen - Quai of Paris , 1910Paris - The train station of «Saint Lazare», 1910

Claude Monet in his garden 
at Giverny , 1922

In the early 1860s, young painters were free from the strict rules of the Academy. They met up to study in the art studios, to converse in the cafes. The most 
well-known artists of the group called « the Batignolles » are Edgar Degas, Claude Monet, Auguste Renoir, Alfred Sisley, Frédéric Bazille, Camille Pissarro,  
Paul Cézanne and Berthe Morisot.   

They studied in Paris and exhibited at The Salon des Refusés in 1863. The paintings « Lunch on the grass » and « Olympia » provoked scandals among the 
Audience and The Critics. The contemporaries was shocked by their new way of painting as well as by the choice of their subjects.
They wanted to represent modern life, the city, the stations, the factories, the symbols of modernity, but also the leisure activities of society.

The Impressionist 
Scandal
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Cherbourg Claude Monet, Impression, Sunrise - 1872

Claude Monet, Water Lilies - 1906

Eugène Boudin, Sainte Catherine Church Tower - 1867

Vincent Van Gogh, The Church in Auvers-Sur-Oise - 1890

Claude Monet, Rouen Cathedral, Facade (Sunset) - 1892

Claude Monet, Étretat, Aval ship: fishing boats leaving the port - 1885

Auguste Renoir, Luncheon of the Boating Party - 1881

Claude Monet, Camille on the Beach in Trouville - 1870

Paul Signac, Mont-Saint Michel, Mist and sun - 1897

These outdoor painters determined to impose their painting, adopted, stayed, and lived in Normandy. 
This region nourished, inspired, carried Impressionist artists. 

 
This venue occupied a decisive place in the birth, development and blooming of this artistic revolution that was Impressionism.

Normandy, its coasts, the diversity of landscapes and its natural beauties, its lively ports, seaside resorts, Gothic churches and medieval castles offered 
these young outdoor painters a fabulous playground.

Normandy,
 the cradle of 

Impressionism



Flexibility Meaningful 
sightseeing

Modernity

Authenticity

Private
Vacation

Innovative
experiences

About us Normandy Melody was born of the desire to share these beautiful places and enable you to discover a captivating Normandy as seen through the 
eyes of the Impressionist Masters.

We all have within our hearts our own hidden joys. Places discovered by chance, small secret worlds which enchant us. Destinations we dream of 
visiting, places filled with natural beauty.

What we offer:        Excursions        Cooking classes     Sightseeing tours     Walking tours     Cruises     Vacations    
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Our destinationsEnjoy a personalized trip, full of charm and authenticity, adapted to your own tastes and interests. 
This is definitely a new way to discover or rediscover the beauty of Normandy through the Impressionist movement.

Our tours start from Paris, this artistic pilgrimage is a unique experience: a perfect balance between form and color, a journey through time 
where you can immerse yourself in the artistic movement of the nineteenth century.



We bring alive the special places that inspired Eugene Boudin, Sisley, Degas, Courbet, Renoir and of course Claude Monet.

Our original excursions, punctuated by gourmet brakes and Museum visits to find the works of the Masters; combine culture, walks in natural 
settings and sharing of our own secret places. 

You are invited to stroll and see the basin of Honfleur, the streets of Rouen and the cliffs of Etretat with your own eyes and to put the Impressionism 
pattern in reality.

Your escape

MuseumLunch - Cooking classWalking tour



Your tourWe provide sightseeing tours of the fascinating region of Normandy in the company of the Impressionist Masters. 
Our tours start in Paris with a small group or a private trip.

Our tours combine 3 unique experiences: a walking tour of the motif, a mid-day break for lunch with a choice of a cooking class or 
a gourmet lunch, brilliantly finished with a museum visit.

Thanks to our reliable partnerships, this allow us to suggest some good places that we would be delighted to share with our customers. 

3
Afternoon

Cultural adventure
- Marmottan Museum with your 

guide during 2h

Museum

1
Morning

Outdoors discovery
- Island of the Impressionnists

- In the footsteps of Renoir
and Monet

Walking tour

Menu
Crispy camembert with 

apples and honey

Sliced chicken, Normandie
with mashed potatoes

Apple Brioche,
caramel sauce

2
Lunch

a unique experience
- Cooking and tasting thanks to 

a french Chef

Cooking class
Trip example

Marmottan in Paris



Not only do we provide distinctive trips to classic and exceptional sites, in the heart of the lush Normandy countryside, we also offer suggestions for 
uncommon explorations.

In addition to immersing you in a region rich in culture we deliver the delicacies of the French lifestyle through innovative experiences: cooking 
classes, pastry classes, painting, cruises...
 

Your experience

Painting classCooking classPastry class



Your  additional optionsOur flexible service allows us to customize your tour and assure that your experience is enjoyable and enduring.

Private vacations may be booked for half-day, full-day or extended days.

As an additional option interpreter services are available in German, Italian, Russian, Portuguese, Dutch, Japanese and Chinese.

Stéphanie

Régine

My favorite recipe:
Chicken

“Honfleuraise” flambe 
with Calvados

My favorite recipe:

Porc Filet Mignon
with honey



Our dedicated team

Founder of Normandy Melody
and dedicated contact for groups

«Stay for being, travel for existing»

Travelling, gastronomy, 
summer evenings

« When life gives you lemons, 
make lemonade »

Apples, rain, laughter and candy

« Choose a job you love, and you will 
never have to work a day in your life »

 Trendy spots, must-visit, stories and 
anecdotes making memorable trips 

«Life has more imagination than 
our dreams»

People, Paris, camellia, bubbles, 
champagne

« Lead by example »

 Pink Floyd, Paris, judo

Joanna

Anthony

« Believe and make it happen »

 Photography, cooking and Music

Vincent

Sylvie

Serge

Sarah Fesolowicz 

Our team is committed to providing high quality service with an innovative approach to your excursions.

Our licensed professional tour guides are highly experienced, passionate about travel and dedicated to sharing their knowledge with you.

Languages spoken: possible other languages as optional extras



Hotel 
pick up

Modern minibus

Our guaranteeWe are dedicated to being the trusted partners of our guests and strive to achieve the highest level of customer satisfaction.

Wifi access in our high-end minibus allows continuous connection to tour information from your very comfortable seat. 

You can prepare your visit in advance with the help of our interactive tablets.

We make every effort to provide you with an experience which will be memorable for years to come.

Our customers’ reviews and feedback are the best proof of the quality of our service.

Lisa: « Had an absolutely lovely day with a very knowledgable guide . 
It was like spending the day with a friend who knows a lot about Monet. 
A must see for any Monet fan.»

We closely collaborate with other institutional partners and benefit from our strong relationships:

Vincent: «Fabulous tour along the Seine, on 
the course of the Impressionists. User-friendly 
and very professional service.» 

Adele: « What a beautiful 
tour. Our guide was a wealth 
of information.»



Contact us You can book directly in our website: www.normandy-melody.com
For special quotes, any questions or additional information, please contact us :

contact@normandy-melody.com
Phone : +33 950 596 295
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